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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content

Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Would rather buy WinRAR.. Best round-based-strategy-game ever.

Why are you still here? Buy and play!. This game has long history. Originaly it had to be called death to spies 3 but after failed
kickstarter it went dark for a while then came back as Alekhine's Gun. Game has nice hitman blood money feel to it and I think
many stealth players will enjoy it.. A steaming pile of garbage that looks semi-pretty

Description for the game is an outright lie as it would be impossible to play with your eyes closed as the blue balls you're tasked
with finding are often hidden and require platforming (jumping on rocks) to get to. A headache inducing ringing noise alerts
you to where the balls are, but it's about as accurate as p\u00edssing lines in snow. When you finally collect ten the game
explains that you got a dark blue ball and thus must be vaporized and wander around the drab environment to occasionally
stumble upon a poorly textured house or random Alien creature all over again, with no guarantee you won't again get a "dark
blue ball". I didn't bother giving it a second go and you shouldn't give it a go at all.

Can only imagine this artificially difficult "game" and it's bullsh\u00edt cryptic ending exist solely to scam idiots.. 20 minutes
gameplay and its already clear that this game is a fat, steaming hot turd. AVOID. Gris is a wonderful experience that blends
together music, theme, gameplay, and graphics seamlessly into a beautiful work of art. I'm not sure I can accurately describe the
emotions I felt when first going through the game, but the closest I can get runs along the words of 'wonder, bewilderment, and
curiosity'.

The way that the world intertwines itself into the theme of the game is masterful to say the least. Each detail, each discovery that
you come across, each obstacle that you face, they all mean something, and lend their meaning to the overarching story of Gris
that gets uncovered as you progress.

While the game is short, its pleasantly potent with each execution of its visual design, world design, and progression. Everything
is rock solid, and airtight. New abilities are dished out to the player in consistent, steady waves as you explore each new level,
and find ways to use these abilities. Exploration is also rewarded in the way of 'mementos' that you collect throughout the game;
which ends in a  secret cutscene hidden in the shrine that shows Gris and her mother, together and happy

The story of Gris is not something that I'll detail here, as I believe it's best experienced firsthand, but I will say that the way in
which they relate Gris's emotions to actions in the world, both done by her, and experienced by her, is powerful, and the
conclusion feels well earned and tremendously satisfying to end the experience that is Gris.

I can't wait to see what Nomada Studios does next, because if it's even half as inspired as Gris, we'll be in for a wonderful treat
(not to mention that this is their debut title). Gris is a 10\/10 experience. Definitely worth the price tag for a wonderful
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experience that makes up for what it lacks in replayability with stellar artistic design and writing with subtle world-building.

Overall, A+ (Don't forget to pick up the OST, because  wow) . Beautiful Graphics, fun custimzible spells. Wish they would have
had more of a story based game play. The game has no backstory. Its just a point and shoot game. 7\/10 overall. Really cool
game! Very fast-paced and addicting. When you mess up you just want to try over and over again untill you beat your highscore.
Also a lot of different levels, which can keep it interesting for a long time. Definitely reccomend it if you like fast-paced
platformers.. Solid. Dont think this is knockoff of Fruit ninja, this game is in a class all it's own.
The best physics, easy to grasp but difficult to master, Katana X is the true succesor to Zenblade.
Don't hesitste on buying this onew, it's fun and accessable to new and veteran VR players! AAAA. I just finished playing the game
and can be enjoyable in some areas and uses alot of hidden object puzzles. I liked it had karma choice which means you help the
ghosts out and they help you too. Somethings made no sense in the game but that is normal in Hidden object games. The game has a
detective and voice acting and got it on special for $2.14 which was nice. I think negatives are that the inventory is buggy and also
hint does not reload easily takes awhile and game can feel like too much hidden object sections one after another. The bonus section
game may say you already dont this bit just ignore it and play it
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This♥♥♥♥♥♥is fun as fuark. But some more maps, power ups, and lobby settings would be nice!. idk i need this for a badge
. Nice and relaxing game. It\u00b4s a good mix of harder and easier levels.

First some Achievements didn\u00b4t work, but dev fixed them short after telling him. Thanks to the dev for this.. this game is
good. The story was interesting even though I didn't bother with reading books and notes, unless it was necessary for solving a
puzzle.
The combat was mediocre. In my case it consisted of spamming one damaging spell until enemy died. I also had plenty of
potions to keep health and mana full. I was using only a mouse to play and I'm glad that using a keyboard was optional.
The interface is clear and readable although I found myself skipping few dialogues when they suddenly appeared in the middle
of issuing an action.
The only thing that bothered me was the saving system. To save the game I had to name a save file. I think it would be better if
the game handled generating names for save files, because that was the only thing I had to use a keyboard for.. Was a very good
game when I bought it, I still like it but man the new update makes it VERY bad with the real estate market.. Its a good game,
6/10. plane RPG.
Inventory size is as small as a piece of turd and what we have to pay for that is as costly as Tokyo.
The paid items are not even permanent.

Level-up is so fuc_king hard. You find yourself playing farrago of nosense scenarios for nenver coming next level and next
planes.

From the installment to deletion, every single move will cost you money, money, money
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